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The Buy Impulse: 26 Mind Controlling Tools to get you More Customers who Spend More Money More

Frequently Read Every Word On This Site Because I'll Show You How To Get The Power of 26 Secret

Mind Controlling Tools That Will Give You: More Customers Who Spend More Money More Frequently

Dear Friend, Aren't you just sick and tired of struggling to find enough money to cover your bills every

single month? Don't you want to finally end the worrying over your bills? Don't you finally want success to

come to you? The sad fact of the matter is that fewer than 5 of the entire population of this country will

retire in financial security. The other 95 will find themselves dependent on family, friends, and the federal

government (and then on a program which no one is sure how long it will be around for). I mean think

about it. Right now, your business is stuck and so are you. You desperately want your business to do

better, to make you more money. And you lack something, and you know it. I'll plug you into a process for

implementing each and every one of the 26 mind controlling techniques on every single sales message

you have. This process will be easy to do, and will allow you to add these mind controlling techniques

quickly and without effort, helping you to make more money. How would you like to become one of the 5?

How Would You Like To Become One Of The People That Everyone Talks About? To Become One Of

The "Internet Insiders"? The Buy Impulse How To Get More Customers To Spend More Money More

Frequently! 26 Mind Control Tools Continue reading, and I'll show you exactly how to get every last one of

the 26 techniques that will allow you to control the minds of your prospects. I'll give you every technique

you need to obtain more customers, get those customers to spend more money, and get them to spend

their money more frequently. Imagine for a moment how much happier you and your loved ones would be

if you no longer had any debt. Imagine how much happier you and your loved ones would be if you all

KNEW that you had more than enough money to cover your bills ... as well as extravagant vacations.

How much would it be worth to you to have someone teach you the mind control secrets used by the

most successful businesses on the internet? These secrets are so powerful, that the people that use

them EACH make almost a million dollars a year. Lets go one step farther. What if it was more than that?
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What if you were not only told what the mind control secrets were, but you were also taught how to

implement them into your web site. Further, what if you were provided a "hit list" that would allow you to

quickly and easily determine which mind control tactic you were missing so that you could add it to your

page instantly and easily. Imagine with me for a moment the pure joy and excitement of knowing that you

have MULTIPLE steams of income, each making you over ten thousand a month. Imagine yourself with

lots of money. What are you doing with it? What kinds of cars do you own? What kind of house do you

live in? I want to give you all of that and more. Indeed, these mind control techniques are so well tested,

so well proven, that they have been used by someone who was virtually homeless to make him $8,320 in

27 days. Further, when he started he didn't have any products. He didn't even have a COMPUTER!

$8,320 was made using only what he could get from internet access in a library. Don't you think, with all

your advantages, that you can do better than some homeless guy forced into putting up with the sporadic

internet usage you get in a library? I mean think about it. How many marketing programs have you spent

(wasted) your money on in the last year or two? Has EVEN ONE OF THEM, provided you the same fully

tested, mind control techniques used to bring in the big bucks? Has EVEN ONE OF THEM given you the

EXACT SAME techniques used by the internet "chieftains" to bring down over $500,000 last year alone?

The simple FACT OF THE MATTER is that I know some part of you wants the mind control techniques

I'm talking about. Techniques so powerful, the people who read your site will be riveted by your every

word, and follow what you ask them to do like robots. Right now, just imagine how much better your

business could do with these mind control secrets. Imagine the money you will make and the time you will

save. Imagine how much happier you will be and ask yourself how much more content and free of worry

you will be. Understand, I want to provide you with a system that will give you an effortless, endless

stream of YOUR OWN products to sell to an endless group of customers who come to you easily. What

I'm talking about here is giving you "The Kama Sutra" of marketing on the internet. STOP FOR A

MINUTE! Let me be clear about something. These tools, if you use them, will provide you with a method

to make unbelievable sums of money. This means, you will have more time to spend with your loved

ones, to enjoy them, allowing you to enjoy them to the fullest. Anyway, these 26 tools are so good, that

you could use them to manipulate almost anyone to do almost anything. This includes getting people to

order your products from you without you having to kill yourself to make it happen. We are frequently

asked how we know these tools work, and where did they come from. Well, these tools have been used



by a very select group of people since approximately the 1920's. The top marketing names on the internet

all use these techniques (though many of them don't want to teach them to you). As for where they came

from ... numerous university studies have put names to these techniques, and helped people to

understand how best to use them. In this book, entitled The Buy Impulse: 26 Mind Controlling Tools to get

you More Customers who Spend More Money More Frequently, you'll learn the most incredible mind

control methods currently in existence. Techniques like: The single greatest mind control technique there

is. Adding just THIS ONE technique to your site will easily double your conversion ratios the instant you

implement it. How to get your customers engaged in your web site How to build your own credibility with

them so that they will automatically believe everything you tell them How to use the two most powerful

emotions humans have to leverage greater sales on your web site. Which technique can be used on your

site to keep your customers hanging on your ever word, wanting ... almost begging you ... to tell them

every word of your sales message Which two "hot buttons" you can hit together that will create a powerful

motivator for your customers to purchase immediately. The single way that will get your customer to

purchase your product while at the same time making it so that you NEVER have a refund request

Exactly what to do with your "satisfaction guarantee" that will make it one of the best mind control

techniques on your site. Right now almost no one is doing this right. Implement this trick on your site, and

you'll quickly find sales going up, and your customers actually appreciating your products MORE. How to

use your customer's own knowledge to get them to buy from you. You get a powerful mind control tool

that will get your customers to do what you ask them, when you ask them, and without asking you tons of

questions. They'll just do what you ask. How to take any and every "flaw" in your product and make it a

benefit in the minds of your customers. Understand that this trick is literally a "competition killer." Start

using this technique and your competitors won't even know what hit them. How to create such EXTREME

value for your products in the minds of your customers, that they will consider every other competing

product to be utter garbage. What you can do to immediately boost sales right now. This one technique

was used by a computer consulting companies to sell hundreds of copies of their software in a single

week. How to put your customers in the perfect frame of mind, and think of your products in the exact way

you want them to for maximum sales.
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